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Abstract—The SIDDATA data-driven digital study assistant offers students 
various services that help them identify and achieve their personal study goals. 
The software’s features and infrastructure have evolved to become a univer-
sal platform for interactive self-regulated learning and digital study planning 
throughout three annual software development cycle iterations. The software is 
fully integrated into an existing learning management system (Stud.IP) and has 
been tested by more than 3000 students from three German universities during 
the last three years. This paper presents the SIDDATA software architecture, 
design philosophy, and modular, feature-centered application logic. Developed 
during a third-party-funded research project with limited temporal scope, the 
web-based software is publicly available under an MIT license. We conclude 
with application opportunities for researchers, developers, educators, and higher 
education institutions.
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1 Introduction

German higher education at the beginning of the 21st century is characterized by 
its heterogeneity in terms of learning environment embeddedness: While university 
courses pre-covid took place in-person and followed classical teaching paradigms such 
as lectures, seminars, and practice sessions, a vast amount of self-organization and 
learning content engagement is taking place via online platforms such as on-campus 
learning management systems (LMS) or off-site learning platforms that provide 
MOOCs, OERs or other material. Simultaneously, German higher education offers the 
opportunity for students to follow secondary personal and educational goals, such as 
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spending a semester abroad or connecting with other students to form friendships or 
networks for their professional life.

The number and variety of AI-based digital learning assistants constantly increase. 
The following list of examples introduces some systems representative of the field:

•	 The tech4comp project at the University of Dresden is developing an AI-based adap-
tive mentoring system, which is intended to augment human tutors. In contrast to our 
learner-centered approach, tech4comp provides teachers and mentors with informa-
tion about individual learning progress.

•	 Commercial MOOC platforms provide more or less intelligent search functions to 
find resources matching the learners’ needs.

•	 For linguistic tasks, there are AI-based assistants available already. For instance, 
Grammarly, an AI-based commercial writing assistant, can correct spelling and 
grammar and provide feedback about word variety, sentence structure, plagiarism, 
and the mood of texts.

•	 Institutions in higher education, such as, for instance, the University Bamberg, or 
the Insitute of Cognitive Science at Osnabrück University, provide study planning 
assistants that allow scheduling courses in semesters according to curricular study 
regulations.

The field of AI and data-driven learning assistants is relatively young, and systems 
using data and AI for educational purposes occur under variable terms, making it chal-
lenging to oversee the whole field.

Project SIDDATA aims to develop a study assistant software (DSA) that galvanizes 
and supports students in identifying, organizing, and achieving their personal educa-
tional goals [3,6]. This is achieved through a rich selection of recommendations and 
support features that are presented to users based on their individual needs and inter-
ests. Over three years, the SIDDATA DSA has evolved to become a universal platform 
for hosting features to achieve these goals while simultaneously providing AI research-
ers the basis for developing data-driven personalized recommendation algorithms.
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Fig. 1. The graphical user interface (GUI) of the Stud.IP plugin with available recommenders  
in the navigation bar at the left and the news-feed-like recommendations at the right

In this paper, we present the final SIDDATA DSA software architecture that resulted 
from three annual development cycles during the project lifetime, extensive testing and 
refinement in field experiments with more than 3000 students, its core design philos-
ophies and features, and existing data processing pipelines. We provide an overview 
of existing out-of-the-box study assistant features, outlooks on possible future feature 
expansions, and reflect on lessons learned from the development process.

2 The data-driven study assistant 

Among the challenges in the development of digital study assistants are: realizing 
technical accessibility with low costs and burdens for users, gathering and utilizing 
data from heterogeneous sources in concordance with data regulations, transparency, 
protecting the data from IT security threats, and applying AI algorithms to the data. 
The following sections show how the SIDDATA study assistant solves these technical 
challenges. We introduce the SIDDATA software architecture, a set of central database 
models, and subsequently give an overview of major features.
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2.1 System architecture

The SIDDATA DSA is a web application and consists of a backend server based on 
the Django web framework [1] and a frontend implemented as a PHP-based plugin for 
the Learning Management System Stud.IP [4]. Table 1 informs about both components 
while Figure 2 illustrates the software architecture.

Fig. 2. Software architecture 

The Stud.IP Plugin provides a graphical user interface (see Figure 1). It has access 
to learner-related data, such as the study program, and public data, such as courses 
available at the university. Users can decide which information to share with SIDDATA 
and other users in a data settings view. The data transfer to the backend server happens 
via RESTful API, and data is stored in a pseudonymized format in the backend’s Post-
greSQL database [5]. A cronjob in the Stud.IP plugin collects public data at night when 
the system usage is low and sends it to the backend database. Another cronjob in the 
backend server collects educational resources data from public repositories for Open 
Educational Ressources (OER) and Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs).

Table 1. Software components

Backend Server Stud.IP Plugin

GitHub URL https://github.com/virtUOS/
siddata_backend

https://github.com/virtUOS/
siddata_studip_plugin

License MIT License MIT License

Technologies Django, PostgreSQL, Python, 
TensorFlow

PHP, Html, javascript

2.2 Database models

Django’s Object-Relational Mapping (ORM) mechanism allows developers to 
implement Python classes and instantiate objects, while in the background, SQL rela-
tions represent classes and database entries represent objects. The data types listed in 
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Table 2 play a central role in the backend’s logic and are characterized in the following 
sections. 

Table 2. Central ORM classes

Model class Function

SiddataUser learners using the DSA, possibly information about the study program

Recommender functional modules, encapsulating separate features

Goal educational goals entail corresponding activities and recommendations

Activity single recommendations / user interaction boxes

EducationalResource courses, events, books, OERs, MOOCs

System users are modeled as SiddataUsers with possible information about their 
study program. We systematically avoid information that could lead to students’ iden-
tification, such as names or student IDs. Instead, the frontend uses hashed student ids 
with a secret salt to calculate ids on which further data processing is based.

The backend supports the efficient prototypical implementation of assistive func-
tionalities, encapsulated in Recommender class objects, which appear in the GUIs nav-
igation bar and are represented as a relation in the DB. New recommenders are added 
as a single file containing a class definition inheriting from a recommender base class. 

Personal and educational goals play a central role in the theoretical foundation of 
the SIDDATA DSA. Goals are hierarchically nested in recommender objects, and 
all recommendations, represented as Activity type objects generated by the DSA, are 
related to exactly one goal. Activities type objects represent recommendations or ask 
for user input and occur in variations such as todo-items, questions, courses, resources, 
events, or persons. EducationalResource objects represent various learning materials 
or learning occasions and entail metadata according to the Dublin Core metadata 
standard and partially to the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) standard. As a result, 
EducationalResource objects can represent all kinds of educational resources in a 
standardized data format.

2.3 Features

The SIDDATA DSA provides the following features for learners:

•	 easy access through integration into local LMS
•	 transparent data usage and fine-grained data-sharing settings
•	 data protection by design by hashed pseudonymization of user-related data in the 

backend DB
•	 intuitive usability, realized by a newsfeed-like general user-interaction 
•	 reminders and nudging functions with push notifications by e-mails
•	 a growing set of recommendation functions, for instance, personalized recommen-

dations of learning materials [2], support and nudging for a semester abroad, and a 
social matching recommender for academic contacts 
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The following aspects are relevant for developers and researchers to reuse the code:

•	 open-source publication under MIT license
•	 documentation in the code and automatically generated documentation
•	 cronjobs allow for database functions, such as OER and MOOC synchronization 

with online repositories
•	 cronjobs allow to train and update machine learning models 
•	 admin views allow to inspect data and generate reports and statistics
•	 alternative frontends can use the RESTful API of the backend
•	 low effort for building new recommenders in one Python file

3 Discussion & reflection

Aside from general software tools such as LMS, digital solutions for higher 
education have primarily resided in the context of chatbot-driven interactive systems for 
question-answering [7], intelligent tutoring systems [8,9], or learning analytics methods 
[10]. The DSA proposed in this work differentiates itself from these established tools 
in two major categories: On the one hand, the SIDDATA DSA aims to support students 
throughout their entire studies. This stands in contrast to intelligent tutoring systems 
and, to some extent, learning analytics, which usually only operate within the scope of 
one specific course or teaching unit. In parallel, the DSA is non-domain specific in that 
it covers various aspects of student interests in the form of individual recommender 
modules. A chatbot-driven question answering system thus may be integrated into the 
DSA as a new recommender feature. Therefore, the DSA proposed in this work is best 
characterized as a universal platform for supporting students over a time frame beyond 
a single semester by providing an LMS-integrated hub for multiple features that differ 
in scope and interaction paradigm.

It follows a brief reflection on the SIDDATA DSA software design and secondary 
factors we have encountered during development. With its reliance on established 
web-development frameworks and database frameworks, SIDDATA ensures a high 
level of software readiness in the future. During SIDDATA development, the three 
participating universities fielded the Stud.IP LMS in different versions, making a 
successful deployment of the DSA at multiple universities challenging at first glance. 
However, with its tandem design, the independence between the LMS plugin and 
SIDDATA backend enabled the system’s successful deployment under different LMS 
modalities. These factors make the SIDDATA DSA highly flexible in terms of LMS 
compatibility and, given further development of plugin software, may enable SIDDATA 
to interface with other LMS software in the future.

Another advantage of the SIDDATA software architecture is the modularity of 
recommendation features: Because recommendation features are self-contained and 
individually controllable, developers can prototype them rapidly. New features can be 
tested in local skeleton systems to be integrated into the live system later. This allowed 
for easy onboarding of new developers during the project’s run-time.

One conceptual challenge we encountered during the development of the SIDDATA 
DSA was to agree upon an exact definition of the term “Digital Study Assistant”. 
Existing literature on digital assistant systems [11,12] focuses on user interfaces or 
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conversation agent systems. However, these aspects do not paint a complete picture of 
digital assistants as a tool integrated into the normal study process and neglect necessary 
groundwork, such as processing raw data from LMS systems into a form usable for 
generating recommendations. It was possible to create a system beyond classical digi-
tal assistants’ scope to emerge as a universal platform through agile development. We 
conclude that agile development should be retained as a development philosophy for 
the future development of digital study assistant systems as it allows for technological 
groundwork and user needs to be integrated gradually.

The difficulty of balancing personal data protection and the usage of this data for 
scientific purposes has been covered in recent literature, such as [13]. Further, data 
protection policies and their implication for rapidly evolving study assistant systems 
must be considered early in development. However, in the case of DSAs, residing at 
the intersection between software services and tools for scientific research in digital 
education, the policies may not be as clear-cut as in classical cases, such as companies 
using person-related data. To avoid data protection concerns, the current version of the 
SIDDATA DSA implements an extensive consent form and user control over which 
data they share with the system.

4 Future directions

Extending the features and a growing body of educational data can lead to syner-
getic effects for all parties involved. The current software architecture is optimized for 
the environment of the joint research project at the universities of Bremen, Hannover, 
and Osnabrück, all using Stud.IP as Learning Management System. The REST API 
of the backend server allows for the implementation of other Frontends, for instance, 
for other LMS, such as ILIAS or MOODLE. The Django web framework, building 
the foundation of the backend server, supports Html views that, in principle, allow the 
implementation of a stand-alone web-server version by the developer community and 
Higher Education Institutions. 

The SIDDATA platform presented in this work offers a universal tool for implement-
ing automated recommendation features for higher education and tools to measure and 
reflect upon their effectiveness. Hence, the system’s usefulness at large is ultimately 
determined by the features realized on the platform. We, therefore, call for an active 
exchange between learners, teachers, and programming personnel to design these fea-
tures. In the future, the SIDDATA DSA may facilitate a more hands-on collaboration 
between multiple disciplines by providing a technical basis for recommendation feature 
implementation, thereby making a directly experienceable method for rapid feature 
development possible.
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